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From the editor 
We have all been moaning about no rain well good old 

rainbow got busy this last week and dumped a few 

inches of heavy rain on us early in the week and there is 

a tropical low wandering the southern Gulf as they often 

do. Forecasters have tried their best to work out where 

the thing was going next. 

We all know from experience that lows and cyclones 

think for themselves well beyond the cleverness of 

scientists and weather forecasters. So here it is. The 

2013-2014 wet season has arrived. The old people called 

it Lar Piram in Yir Yoront. How nice is it to hear that 

proper rain on the roof. Here’s to no cyclone, just rain !! 

In spite of setbacks the Land Office has managed to 

achieve more successes since the last edition at 

Christmas, and we have managed to get this edition out 

on time. With no rain it has been possible for staff of the 

Land Office to continue management activities that 

would normally have waited until next dry season. 

Two representatives of the Top End mob will attend a 

workshop in Darwin this month to celebrate the success 

of the Kowanyama Forest Fire Management Program 

with people across Northern Australia. They are also 

going to hear the latest on the Carbon Farming Initiative 

which is being impacted by a new Government with a 

different agenda. We all wait to see what will be said at 

the Northern Territory meeting  

Red Lilly has been stock proofed and the water cane 

planted at Blue Tongue Story. We look forward to the 

end of the wet to see how the new plants have spread. 

Paul Josif and Ange Willett have held meetings with Errk 

Oykangand representatives on country and Paul has 

finished the second draft of a management plan for Errk 

Oykangand which is we believe the first time an 

indigenous organisation has been resourced to develop a 

National Park Management Plan. More talk will happen 

between Traditional Owners of the Alice and Mitchell 

River region to produce a document that reflects their 

wish for a more solid form of joint management as we all 

work towards Kowanyama taking on the day to day 

management of Errk Oykangand as traditional Owners. 

Enjoy the New Year as you read the 7th issue of 

Kowanyama’s very own news magazine. 

Viv 
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We got what we asked for 

Rain!! 

Just as we were about to put out our February 

issue of the news magazine asking where the rain 

had gone down it came. 

Kowanyama officially got 171 mm at the airport 

and 191 at the Cultural Centre on the first night 

and 191 mm at the Cultural Centre gauge the 

following day with Fletcher being downgraded to a 

tropical low that will bring rain to a wide area of 

the Gulf and hopefully the Channel Country 

Cyclone Fletcher was declared and in two days we 

have had a good dose of rain that has flooded 

Kowanyama and Chellikee Streets during the 

heavy rains. 

There are no reports of water entering the yards of 

the new housing development. 

 
 

 

ROAD CLOSURE NOTICE 
Council has closed roads to all 

traffic, excluding local and 

Emergency Vehicles. The area of 

the southern section of 

Kowanyama Street where it 

intersects Min Bangr Street and the 

northern section of Kowanyama 

Street where it intersects with 

Atawngk Street. All other sections 

of Kowanyama Street remain open 

to traffic. This closure remains in 

force until the weather clears and 

further notice from Council 
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Bottom end of Kowanyama Street 

looking north towards Min Bangr 

Street one of the closed streets 

 

 

PEOPLE DRIVING IN 

WATER PLEASE DRIVE 

STEADILY SO WATER 

DOES NOT GO INTO 

YARDS AND HOMES. 

 

 

Kowanyama Street looking north 

from Minh Bangr Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The drain way between upper 

Kowanyama Street and Chellikee 

Street 
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KOWANYAMA HOUSING PROGRAM  

Providing 29 new homes for Kowanyama 

“Some of us reckoned they were mad when they said they could build 

29 houses in a dry season. Well we were all wrong. They did it and 

we now have 29 new houses and a lot of people living in better 

conditions as a result”, said Viv Sinnamon 

It took a lot of hard work in talks 

between the Kowanyama Council, 

Abm elgoring ambung, the Native 

Title Prescribed Body Corporate, the 

State and Traditional Owners over 

these last few years to get to the 

point where houses could be built. 

“The 45 year lease arrangements 

forced on Councils by the Federal 

Minister, Jennie Macklin was not 

something Kowanyama people 

were keen on and we tried for a 

better deal to protect the integrity 

of Kowanyama Aboriginal Lands 

into the future, but it was not 

going to happen” said Mr Thomas 

Hudson who was Mayor at the 

time of negotiations with the 

State and Federal Government 

agencies. 

Things moved quickly once it was 

clear the government would not 

budge from their position and that 

unless there was a 45 year lease 

arrangement there would be no 

housing budget. There was a 

decision to go with the arrangements 

and plans were drawn up. A whole 

new subdivision was prepared at the 

upper end of Kowanyama Street to 

begin the building of 29 new houses. 

A second new area was surveyed 

and is being prepared for 

development in 2014 following the 

successful completion of the 2013 

housing program. 

 

FK Garner Homes took the contract 

and Remote Building Solutions from 

Cairns were retained to install the 

new subdivision. 

Remote Building Solutions were 

faced with the transport of 29 homes 

to Kowanyama for construction and 

handover to tenants by the end of 

2013. 
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The Bishop of Carpentaria on what is now Chellikee Street near the blackberry tree behind the Recreation Centre unveiling the 

plaque celebrating the rebuild and redesign of Kowanyama in the late 1960’s (Photo: Michael Martin Collection) 

Nothing as big as this had occurred since Mitchell River Mission’s rebuild 

after Cyclone Dora in 1967 when cabbage palm houses were replaced 

with wooden houses to a town plan that brought with it 240 volt 

electricity. The palm thatched Mission villages and compound were 

replaced with the streets we have today. 

Remote Building Solutions brought the houses to Kowanyama in parts over the newly 

surfaced road from Cairns and the new subdivision became a hive of activity of 

carpenters, plumbers, tilers and electricians. 

During the rebuild of 

Kowanyama following the 

mission’s destruction by Cyclone 

Dora in 1964 materials were 

transported by single bodied 

trucks over roads very different 

to today. 

 Houses were built quickly to 

rehouse a community that had 

lived under tarps for up to 18 

months after the cyclone. Many 

later had serious drainage 

problems during wet season 

rains. 2013 were all built up off 

the ground to avoid this.       Photograph from the Michael Martin Collection 
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The Land Office got a small contract to provide trees for 

the 29 new houses before the new tenants moved in. 

Fruit trees were provided by Limberlost in Cairns. 

Kowanyama Land Office has started a program to 

increase the number of edible fruit trees and useful 

traditional food and medicinal plants growing in the town 

area. The contract with FK Gardner Homes provided an opportunity for two fruit trees to 

be planted in every new house yard. Trees were planted so that there is “over the fence” 

access to four different fruit trees. Guava, lime, mandarine, mulberry and lemon trees 

have been planted 
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A view across 

Chapman Road from 

the church and the 

area that is now the 

Guest House and café 

looking across the road 

to what is now the 

store 

Michael Martin Collection 

Kowanyama 

Archive 

 

 

 

 

One of the three main 

villages of the Mitchell 

River Mission before 

1964 and Cyclone Dora 

Michael Martin Collection 

Kowanyama 

Archive 

 

 

 

 

Some of the old 1960’s 

houses in Gilbert White 

Street where the big 

rain tree now grows. 

Workers doing the first 

concrete gutters 

Viv Sinnamon Collection 

Kowanyama 

Archive 
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Photograph by Ranger Fitzroy Lawrence: Kowanyama Archives

 

SWANS INCREASE FROM 

FOUR TO EIGHT BIRDS 

The four swans seen at Scrubby Bore 

and Muw since late November have 

moved to other swamps looking for 

food. 

There are now eight swans and they 

were last seen grazing the swamp 

over the back of Red Lilly. 

This has only happened three or four 

times over the last forty years at 

Kowanyama. Seeing so many birds 

visiting is very unusual. 

As in the picture they seem to be 

accepted by the other waterbirds 

The geese, glossy ibis and brolgas 

seem relaxed feeding with the swans 
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THE WET SEASON 

Are we there yet!! 

Everyone’s eyes were on the 

weather reports and the  

question on everyone’s lips, 

“when do you think the  

rain is coming”. 

Well here it is. Cyclone Fletcher  

with over 150mm the first night 

There has been a bit of rain  

for January but it has all  

been very patchy. What  

fell in town isn’t what   

fell in other places. 

 

Looks like the frogs are happy 

but the geese will have  

another disastrous nesting  

season with drowned nests. 

The barra will struggle with a  

delta that was not flooded at the   

right time providing the  

conditions for fish to breed and for  

their young to develop in the shallow  

floodwaters of the delta. 

 

Who are the people saying there is no climate change. 

 

    One of the last trucks in with stores before the roads were closed. 
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KOWANYAMA COLLECTIONS 

CONTINUE TO GROW 

Time was recently spent restoring the old horse collar 

that old Mitchell River stockman, Arthur White used to 

break in his horses after horse drawn transport became a 

thing of the past. Originally there were two collars in the 

stock camp at Kowanyama. 

A set of haimes rescued from an old dump at Rutland in 

the early 1980’s fitted the 

smaller of the two collars and 

were restored and fitted. 

The collar had been repaired 

by Kevin Jones the travelling 

saddler from Cairns just 

before they were donated by 

Arthur White (Deceased) and 

are now safely a part of 

Kowanyama Collections. A 

saddle scabbard was saved 

from the tip recently by Willie 

Banjo and has now been cleaned and oiled. The donated 

objects are important reminders of the days of horse 

travel and will serve to remind coming generations of that 

time in history 
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MANY CALL IT A NOSE BONE 
It isn’t. It is koronyl a shell !! 

Even academic publications have the 

west coast nose ornament wrongly 

identified in their publications. 

What was thought by outsiders to be a 

bone is actually shell broken from the 

big Syrinx or trumpet shell. In the 1980’s Jerry Mission made two nose shells 

known as Kow koronyl in Yir Yoront from some big old shells found on the beach. 

Only the really old big shells have ribs thick enough to break and grind to make 

the ornament that Professor Sharp identified in a photograph he took at 

Chillagoe Pocket in 1934. A Wik Nganchera man from the Holroyd River who was 

living at Puyul with the Yir Yoront and 

Thaayore people. Minh Kerr’erl, was known 

for wearing the shell in his nose all the time 

when other men usually kept them for 

special occasions. Jerry remembered him 

well from his days in the bush as a young 

boy. In the early 1980’s Viv Sinnamon found 

the old shell in the picture in an old dump 

while he was working at Rutland Station. A 

piece had been broken from it for a nose 

ornament. All of the items in this story are now in the Kowanyama Museum 

Collections for future generations to enjoy. 
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WORKING OUT HOW THE MITCHELL 

DELTA WAS FORMED 
University of Adelaide studies our delta 

Scientific research on Kowanyama Aboriginal 

Lands has been carefully selected to help in the 

management of Mitchell River Delta country. The 

information gathered will help in adding to local 

knowledge of country and the development of the 

Kowanyama Wetland Program and will also 

provide information in discussions with the State 

and mining companies who continue to show an 

interest in exploring for minerals on the seasonally 

flooded lands of the delta. 

A number of studies have been done on the Mitchell River and 

Kowanyama Land Office and Traditional Owners have been 

involved in selecting sites for many of the field studies.  

The most recent studies over the last four years have been by 

scientists from the University of Adelaide in South Australia. 

Studies were on the coast and lower delta at places like Ten 

Mile, Raymond Corner and Topsy Plain. 

Kowanyama continues to be interested in scientific research 

that documents its own traditional knowledge of country and 

also the nonindigenous scientific knowledge of country through 

careful and appropriate studies. 

Community based research has been made possible with the 

generous nongovernment financial support of  Worldwide Fund 

for Nature (WWF) and The Christensen Fund (TCF) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2014, Barber, M, Jackson, S, 

Shellberg, J, and Sinnamon, 

V, Working Knowledge: 

characterising collective 

indigenous, scientific, and 

local knowledge about the 

ecology, hydrology and 

geomorphology of Oriners 

Station, Cape York 

Peninsula, Australia, in The 

Rangeland Journal, 36, 53-

66, CSIRO Publishing, 

Brisbane. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/R

J13083 

 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/RJ13083
http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/RJ13083
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Satellite image of the Mitchell River in full flood 

INFORMATION ON THE 

MITCHELL RIVER 

Andrew Brooks and Jeff Shellberg from the 

Rivers Institute at Griffith University in 

Brisbane worked as part of the bigger Tropical 

Rivers and Coastal Knowledge Study or TRaCK 

as it became known. Andrew and Jeff’s study 

looked at the amount of erosion on the lower 

parts of the river and the amount of country 

being washed into the Mitchell River and 

carried in the river to the delta coast. 

Tim Jardine and Brad Pusey did other studies 

on the flooded delta over two years looking at 

how the breeding delta fish population found 

their food and what the food was.  

Rangers and Traditional Owners of delta 

country, Ravin Greenwool and Anzac Frank 

travelled with the team over the flooded delta 

during two seasons of field work. They got to 

see and camp on the flooded river system in a 

way they could never have imagined. 

Other scientists studied the way livestock like 

pigs, cattle and horses affect the waterholes 

of the delta through erosion and changing 

water quality.  

Land Office and TO’s have worked closely with 

scientists and the Manager, Viv Sinnamon has 

been involved in the final write ups of 

scientific papers for publication.  

Introduction to remote cameras 
The TRaCK team introduced the Kowanyama 

Land Office to the use of remote cameras to 

see the changes of waterholes over the year 

and the animals that visit the waters.  

The Land Office has bought remote cameras 

and now uses them in its studies on animal 

populations, for surveillance and other 

activities. 
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THE HISTORY OF THE DELTA 

In September 2013 Rachel Nanson and Tessa Lane, from the 

University of Adelaide, continued shallow stratigraphic 

drilling across the Mitchell River mega fan and delta. Driller, 

Brent Peterson from the University of Wollongong had 

improved the core drilling technique and the team was able 

to collect undisturbed sediment cores over eight main sites.  

The cores were taken on a range of depositional elements 

such as beach ridges, tidal flats and channel belts from near 

the coast to as far upstream as Dunbar Station.  

From the core, a specialised dating technique called Optically 

Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) can tell the last time the sand 

was exposed to light and therefore about when that sand 

was buried.  

The coring and dating will be used to help work out the 

amazing and complicated history of the Mitchell River delta 

over the last 6000 years.   

Rachel Nanson at her first meeting with the Land Office explaining the study 

Workshop for international scientists and sponsors 

In September just before the start-up of the 2013 work at 

Kowanyama Rachel organised a field workshop on the project 

for a group of international scientists interested in the research. 

The Land Office Manager, Viv Sinnamon and Elder, Colin 

Lawrence attended a workshop dinner to give a talk on the work 

of the Kowanyama Land Office and explained that Kowanyama 

was not in favour of any mineral exploration on delta lands 

which were of great significance to the Kowanyama People. 

 

 

 

 

2013, Nanson R.A., Lane, T. I., 

Ainsworth, R.B. and Vakarelov, .K., 

Evolution and Architecture of a 

low Accommodation, Mixed 

Influence Marginal Marine 

System: Holocene Mitchell River 

Delta, QLD, Australia, A Field 

Workshop, University of Adelaide. 
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SEVENTH HEALTHY LIFESTYLE WORKSHOP 

The art of healthy living celebrated

Awin Udnum held its seventh workshop in 

early December 2013. This time we were 

located at the Athapuch building and in the 

surrounding grounds near the hospital.  

Abm Elgoring Ambung and other project 

workers pulled together to help move all of the 

workshop gear to the venue and set up the 

workspaces. Over the three days of the 

workshop everyone had opportunities to 

develop artworks, learn and practice art 

techniques and skills, discuss the project’s 

health themes and get involved in food 

preparation processes with health workers, 

elders, project workers and other participants.  

The project team included Fiona Millard and 

Mario Assan from Apunipima; Larry Tierney 

from the Royal Flying Doctor Service, Abm 

Elgoring Ambung Project workers – Rowena 

Aidan, Tony Inkerman, Francine Gilbert, Boyd 

Aidan, Rodney Whitfield; Master Craftsmen 

and women - Warwick ‘Chook’ David, Edgar 

Bendigo, Hazel Barr and Alma Wason; and 

visiting artists Billy Doolan & Bernadette 

Boscacci.  

 

Outside the building, carving, painting, weaving, photography, digital recording and yarning took 

place. Elder women Alma Wason & Hazel Barr repaired a net for the Kowanyama Museum Collection. 

They also shared stories, language, health and cultural knowledge. 

 

Elder men Edgar Bendigo and Warwick (Chook) David led activities with the men. Edgar, 

Chook, Boydie and Michael worked on making bullet spears, woomeras and boomerangs. 

These items will be for display / sale at the project exhibition (scheduled for May 2014). The 

spears made are for the Kowanyama Collection. 
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Billy Doolan found some long lost relatives in 

the Native families at Kowanyama. He spent 

time with Alma and yarning with the men and 

watching how they worked. Billy showed us 

artwork of brolgas which are his totem. Billy 

painted a tree trunk on canvas for participants 

to add their handprints to. This represented 

the leaves on our Awin Udnum Project family 

tree. Everyone got involved in this activity 

getting their hands covered in 

paint 

Visiting children did paintings on 

the healthy living activity and 

family themes.  

They did some really nice work on 

paper  

 

A group of artists have been 

developing since the beginning of 

Awin Udnum workshops  

 

Inside the building a lot of other activities took place. There was drawing, painting, stencil-

making, photography, video, beading, cooking, eating healthy foods, yarning, printing and 

weaving. Some really good artworks about traditional bush foods, bush medicines, 

totemsstories and cultural connections with country were produced in acrylic and pastels. 
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Participants made jewellery and screen printed t-shirts to wear and as gifts for others.  

New works were developed by Rochell Kitchener, Rowena Aidan, Antrenette Lawrence, 

Kerianne Barney, Alma Wason and Francine Gilbert. Mario, Billy and Bernadette helped to 

facilitate the painting and printmaking activities.  

 Apunipima created a health promotion 

display in the hallway and participants 

explored these with the health promotion 

workers, and in their own time. Fiona 

Millard also facilitated Photo-voice 

activities.  

 

Workshop participants were encouraged to take photos of the workshop activities. Stories 

were shared about the kinds of foods that were being eaten with a focus on healthy and 

nutritious foods. Photos and videos will be used in future workshops where we will develop 

more resources for use in Kowanyama.  

Copies of these and other Awin Udnum Project photographs and videos from the past year 

and a half are held at the Abm Elgoring Ambung office.  
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Healthy snacks and meals were prepared and shared in the workshops. Fiona Millard’s 

menu was a hit and we all enjoyed delicious and healthy morning and afternoon teas, and 

lunches, each day. We had lots of visitors and people that dropped by for a cuppa or a 

snack, and to see what we 

were doing there.  

Thanks to the food 

handlers and dish 

washers who were kept 

busy all week! 

 

On the first evening we went to the Culture and Research Centre Garden with Viv, Alma and 

Edgar to get some spear rods and to have a look at all the edible and medicinal bush plants 

that are growing there. 

We also went across to 

the Community 

Demonstration Garden 

to gather vegetables 

that we could eat.  

Kowie’s Community 

Demonstration Garden 

produce was used in 

the lunch that Fiona and her team of helpers 

prepared and cooked for the whole group on the second day of the workshop. 
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Informal discussions were held and people were interviewed 

about their perspectives on health. Participants were asked to 

think about, and compare old (traditional) and new 

(contemporary) ways of being and staying healthy.  

Larry Tierney came to the workshops, leading and contributing to 

discussions throughout the week and making us laugh.  

The creative and relaxing environment made it easy for lively 

discussions, questions and conversations around chronic 

disease, lifestyle choices, quitting smoking, changing unhelpful 

attitudes & behaviours, food gardening, 

family, diet, bush medicines, bush foods, 

traditional and contemporary methods of 

hunting, cooking and working, healthy 

recreational and cultural activities, physical 

exercise, ceremony, love and healing.  

 

 

Other visiting health staff from Apunipima, RFDS and 

Queensland Health also dropped into the workshops 

from time to time and participated in the activities in 

different ways. Thanks to Sandra and Dr Shiela for your 

input also. 
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Community workers supported staff and visiting artists to manage 

the smooth running of the three-day workshop. We all worked 

hard, had fun and helped to keep the workplace safe, clean and 

harmonious. A big thank you to everyone involved and especially 

to those who took responsibility and showed leadership! 

We are looking forward to our next workshop that will be held in 

the second week of March 2014. Hope to see you there. 

SUPPORT OUR AWIN UDNAM 
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE & CULTURE 

WORKSHOPS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!ype!quote from the document 

or the summary of an interesting point. You can 

position the text box anywhere in the document. Use 

the Drawing Tools tab to change the formatting of the 

pull quote text box.] 
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FIRST SCHOOL CULTURAL CLASS FOR 2014 

School has started this term and students from the 

upper classes will participate in a term of cultural 

activities that teachers will link with literacy and 

maths elements of the school curriculum. 

Early talks have been held between the Land 

Office and teacher Nate Brown for support. 

Students will investigate the building of the 

different kinds of bush humpies for the different 

seasons of the year. 

Classes will look at the different types of shelters 

built by Top End people of the messmate forest 

country and the downriver delta country where 

the big cabbage tree provides shelter for their 

needs. 

Models will be made of shelters and classes will 

talk about what other indigenous peoples around 

Australia and the world have made traditionally. 

At the end of term students will make three full 

size shelters as part of the term cultural 

knowledge project 

Palmer and Mitchell River Junction messmate 

camp photographed by Walter Roth 1899 

 

 

Bookings taken for fishing in June 

On the morning of February 1
st

 recreational fishing 

groups placed 125 applications for fishing camps at 

the four fresh and salt water sites on Kowanyama 

Aboriginal Lands. More are expected over the first 

weeks of the month 

Close regulation of visitors fishing waters of the 

lower Mitchell River system at Kowanyama began 

in 1989 when Traditional Owners and Council 

negotiated the closure of the South Mitchell 

system to commercial and recreational fishing to 

protect fisheries stocks for future generations. 

A number of areas were selected and four sites 

established at three saltwater areas and two sites 

on the freshwater at Shelfo. A permit system was 

set up with three vehicles allowed per site and a 

fee was charged. In what was later described as 

probably the best regulated recreational fishery on 

the Cape. The season’s opening in June gave 

people time to enjoy their favourite fishing areas 

in privacy from strangers and it also gave roads 

time to dry out after the wet season  

Early fees helped fund helicopter surveillance 

activities on the Mitchell delta coast and 

waterways. Flights showed the amount of illegal 

activity happening before the negotiated closure. 

This helped Kowanyama in its negotiations with 

the commercial fishers and State management 

agencies. In the late 1990’s it was agreed that fees 

should be shared with the traditional landholders 

of the camp sites. Permitted fishing parties will 

start to arrive on June 1
st

. 
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BUSH WORKSHOP ON 

GOLDEN SHOULDERED 

PARROT COUNTRY 
Working with neighbours to understand 

an endangered species 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Land Office staff met with Eastern Olkolo 

relatives and friends from Laura for two days 

searching for golden shouldered parrots with 

Sue and Tom Shepherd from neighbouring 

Artemis Station. Aaron Crosbie from Cape 

York Sustainable Futures in Cairns also 

attended having organised the workshop. 

The Shepherds have had a keen interest in the 

endangered species fired by the earlier 

studies of bird man Dr Stephen Garnett and 

Dr Gabrielle Crowley who studied fire 

management in the area during the Cape York 

Peninsula Land Use Strategy studies of the 

1990’s 

The Shepherds knew the Oriners and Sefton 

area from a short time living at Sefton. Both 

Tom and Sue Shepherd are lifetime residents 

of the region. 

The bush workshop brought 

neighbours together to share 

knowledge and enjoy the bush 
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Oriners Rangers were keen to learn more 

about the parrots and where they liked to live. 

Sue’s knowledge of the habits of golden 

shouldered parrots was shared with the 

group. Philip Yam’s understanding of the 

forest from his time living there over a 

number of wet seasons and learning from his 

Elders Lefty and Paddy Yam was useful in 

identifying places the parrots might be on 

Oriners and Sefton country. 

The area is thought to be on the very edge of 

the range of the birds 
 

It is hoped that the Kowanyama Forest Fire 

Management Program will help in the 

management of golden shouldered parrot 

country so that the birds are safe to breed. 

It is hoped that over the next few years there 

will be a better understanding of the impact 

of fire upon the birds’ habitat to help develop 

a Forest Fire Management Plan that helps the 

parrot survive. 

 

Fire management in tea tree forest 

country will play an important part in 

helping parrots survive and will 

become a part of Traditional Owner 

works at Oriners and Sefton 
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ON JOB TRAINING FOR AGENCY STAFF 

Training on the job is an important part of training and personal development for Land Office staff. 

Staff have been gaining experience in the use of remote cameras for surveillance, biodiversity and 

other survey works which were introduced to the agency by scientists during wetlands survey works 

with the Tropical Rivers and Coastal Knowledge Program (TRaCK) in 2011. 

Ongoing development of skills in the use of GPS and digital cameras and the management of the 

data produced by the equipment continues on job. 

This is possible through skilled in-house staff and partners in research and management activities. 

Cape York Sustainable Futures staff and Queensland Rural Fire Service have provided support in the 

development of Ranger staff skills during Forest Fire Management Program operations. This has 

resulted in experience in the 

navigation of flight paths for aerial 

incendiary works and the use of fire 

incendiary equipment used in early 

burning  works over Oriners and 

Sefton.  

In 2013 the flights included 

navigation and incendiary works over 

a number of neighbouring cattle 

properties as collaborating partners 

in Kowanyama’s Forest Fire 

Management Program 

                                                                                                                  Aaron Crosbie of CYSF talking with Oriners Ranger, Louie Native  

                                                                                                                        during the Golden Shoulder Parrot Workshop at Oriners 

KOWANYAMA STREET TAIPAN 

ON ITS WAY TO S.A. 

The taipan caught alive at Walter Parry’s place on 

Kowanyama Street last year is now in quarantine at the 

South Australian anti-venom Program before it is put out 

with the other snakes for the harvest of venom. 

Once quarantine is over Kowanyama’s Mr T will be used 

to provide venom to treat snake bite around Australia. 

Cairns Tropical Zoo herpetologist, Alex Mitchell, has 

provided a photo of the snake being handled while it 

was in Cairns waiting for shipment south under permit. 

We look forward to providing readers with a photo of Mr 

T being milked down in SA. 
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LOCALLY RARE AND ENDANGERED SPECIES 
There are a number plants and animals of Mitchell River Aboriginal Lands that are in trouble because of human 

and stock management activities over the last 100 years. Some have cultural as well as biodiversity values and 

others are just either endangered or near extinct here on the lower Mitchell and not considered rare and 

endangered in other places in Australia. 

Kowanyama and the Land Office are playing their part in trying to keep these 

plants and animals and all others for future generations to enjoy. 

       Locally endangered     Endangered        Locally extinct      Rare & Endangered 

Kowanyama is involved with identifying the range of the Golden Shouldered parrot in forest country and will 

be planning the fire program to suit the conditions required to support their living at Oriners which is 

considered the very edge of the parrot’s range 

Currently there are good populations of Crimson finches at Kowanyama and Pormpuraaw but the change in 

grasses due to grader grass invasion at Kowanyama is an issue for future populations. Kim Maute’s research on 

the crimson finch in 2006-2007 should provide a greater understanding of the small bird but more needs to be 

known about the impacts of changes in its preferred grass seed foods. Fire does play a real role in the seeding 

of many of the fine grasses it eats. 

Four years of work has been spent in the removal of weeds including Hymenachne, lagoon fencing and the first 

protected plantings of Phragmites this year at Red Lilly Lagoon. Fencing will protect the increasing population 

of lotus that has restored itself after inappropriate earthworks in the 1980’s that threatened its survival. 

In 2014 it is expected that stock exclusion fencing at Scrubby Bore will allow the introduction of water cane 

into the homeland lagoon there. 

 

WORK DRAWS TO A CLOSE WITH HEAVY RAINS 

The lotus is safe and water cane planted 

Land Office staff have stopped activities at 

Red Lilly to wait out the wet that has now 

arrived with the monsoonal trough and 

tropical low, heavy rains and a potential 

cyclone warning 

For nearly four years now rangers have 

struggled to eradicate the candlebush growing 

at Red Lilly to allow the planting of water cane 

that is now protected by a four barb wire 

fence. This will keep out cattle and horses that 

like eating its soft new “bamboo” shoots. A 

pump was supplied to water the yards on the 

ridge from the lagoon and two large concrete 

troughs will provide a water supply from the 

lagoon.  

The main issue now will be the maintenance 

of the stock fence which has been cut and 

gates left open by people going hunting. We 

ask everyone to please shut gates and not to 

cut the fence. 

If strainers are cut people should restrain and 

close the fence at the opened spot. Everyone 

will be helping to protect blue tongue story.

Lotus Crimson Finch Water Cane Golden Shoulder Parrot 
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THE RESTORATION OF RED LILLY 

The return of the lotus to Blue Tongue Story has been a dramatic one with people in tears at the first sight of 

the lotus flowers returning after a long absence when the lagoon was drained when there was an attempt to 

deepen the lagoon. We have covered this in previous issues of the magazine. 

Here is a photo history of the lagoon returning to its former glory when Blue 

Tongue Story Place had been a sight to see for generations. Later other weeds 

took over the place and the old 

leichardt tree and cabbage palms died. 

As one elder said Blue tongue left the 

place unhappy 

 

 

 

 

 

                   2003 

I couldn’t get over it, I cried when I saw 

the lotus was back and the waterhole 

full of flowers. It was beautiful and 

reminded me of when I was a kid 

visiting there eh?  

Ranger. 

The lilly was gone for nearly ten years and had struggled to come up 

from seed. It died in the dry season without the thousands of years 

of peat that had collected to protect its roots and provide moisture when the lagoon got low and dried in very 

dry years. When the lagoon was deepened in the 1980’s to provide water for the stock yards the thick layer 

was punctured that had kept the water in the lagoon right through the dry season. 

A number of good dry seasons helped the lotus to regain its 

strength and bigger plants survived to recolonise the area it 

once covered. The Land Office planned to build a fence to 

keep out the horses and cattle that ate the lillies during the 

dry season. This would give the plants of Red Lilly Lagoon a 

chance to grow even stronger. There were talks with the 

Cattle Company and plans went ahead and water pumps 

provided for the cattle at the yards. New heavy troughs are 

ready for installation in 2014. The fence was finished at the 

end of this last dry season. 

2010 

2011 

Approximate location of the stock 

exclusion fence 
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REMOVING THE WEEDS THAT GREW AT 

BLUE TONGUE STORY 

Candle Bush known here as a medicine that came 

from the islands known as six o’clock bush or Cassia 

alata by the scientists has grown into a very thick 

clump at several sites at the eastern end of the 

lagoon. The dense plants blocked access to the water 

where the old pump used to provide water for the 

tank for the cattle yards. It was almost impossible to 

get to the water. Other weeds like grader grass and 

Chinee Apple had also started to grow under the bush 

apple trees there. They are now being treated. 

               

The water hens and other water birds 

were using the cover of the woody 

weeds to protect their roosting and 

nesting places from the hawks and 

other birds that would eat them and 

their babies. 

It was decided to get rid of the candle 

bush and other weeds and plant the 

locally extinct water cane, 

Phragmites australis. It had been obtained from the wetlands at Pormpuraaw where it was still 

growing protected from cattle 

and horses.  

This could only happen after the 

fence was finished to stop the 

stock from eating the young 

plants.  

Over nearly four years the 

rangers pulled, burned and 

chemically treated the candle 

bush. Only young sprouting 

plants are left now and will be 

pulled and chemically treated to 

to eradicate them in 2014. 

 

Candle Bush growing on the lagoon 

Candle Bush (Senna alata) 

After a final burn of the Candle Bush 

patch 
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PLANTING A LOCALLY EXTINCT NATIVE PLANT 

Phragmites australis 

Water cane is commonly found throughout eastern parts of Australia. During a climate change conference the 

cane was even seen growing on the canal near Jupiters Casino. Over the last three years plants from 

Pormpuraaw were reared at the Cultural Centre gardens. Once established ten potted plants were grown out 

for planting at places protected from stock. This is a plant of cultural significance being used for bullet spears 

and play spears for children. To others it is not an 

important plant. Two places were picked that would be 

fenced to keep cattle and horses out. 

At the end of 2013 following the first rains the fence was 

complete at Red Lilly and nine potted plants were planted 

at Blue Tongue Story on the Lagoon. The plant is fast 

growing when there are no stock to eat its young shoots. 

It quickly settled in. New shoots appeared as lagoon levels 

rose with the rains. Here is that part of the story in 

pictures. Great job guys !! 

 

 

 

HELP US HELP THE LOTUS 
AND WATER CANE IF YOU 
OPEN OUR FENCES PLEASE 
CLOSE THEM 

From five stalks to this in two years 

Nine potted plants for Red Lilly 

Planting out on Candle Bush site 

Young shoots in rising water 

Ranger Gary painting sign 
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FOUNDING 

WORDS 

FROM OUR 

ELDERS 

IN 1994 

 
 
 
 
The Government  
has been managing  
our country  
for a hell of a long time now. 
 
It’s time now  
for us to stand up  
and to speak  
for our right 
and to manage  
our country  
ourselves 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Thomas Bruce 

Yir Yoront  
Brown Crane Clan Elder 
Mukarnt Retreat 19941 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Also recorded in Running the River a film documentary of the 
1990 Mitchell River Watershed Conference at Kowanyama 
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KATH LARSEN GETS HER 

DOCTORATE 
Those of us who worked with Kath Larsen as 

both friend and colleague during her James 

Cook University doctoral studies here at 

Kowanyama back in 2007 will be glad to hear 

that her doctoral thesis on negotiations to 

achieve joint management of Alice and 

Mitchell Rivers National Park now officially 

known as Errk Oykangand has finally been 

accepted. 

Kath’s thesis is now being placed in the 

university library. It is a great historic record 

of the early negotiations for the Errk 

Oykangand joint management agreement 

which was formally signed in November 2009. 

Kate attended the celebrations at 

Kowanyama.  

Kath at Widows Lagoon and Colin Lawrence a TO  mentor 

Kath now works with the Indigenous Land 

Corporation in Brisbane.  

We wish her well and thank her for all her 

hard work. Congratulations from the mob 

here in Kowanyama in successfully getting 

your Doctorate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kath at the Land Office in 2007 discussing her project with TO’s 

 

CDEP FACILITY NOW A NATIVE PLANTS NURSERY  

The Land Office has taken over the old CDEP nursery to grow tropical plants that will be used to increase the 
number of useful traditional plants in the Kowanyama town 
area. 
 

In the last four weeks over four hundred plants have been 
potted following early rains that brought up last season’s 
seed for many kinds of food and medicinal plants. Many 

young seedlings were salvaged from the creek bed before 

the floods this week killed many of them. 
 

The nursery is now looking good alongside the community 

garden right opposite the Justice complex

2012, Kathryn Larsen, Walking and Talking: 

Towards Community based Co-management 

of the Errk Oykangand National Park, Cape 

York Peninsula, for the degree of Doctor of 

Philosophy in the School of Earth and 

Environmental Sciences, James Cook 

University, Townsville. 
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KEEPING MITCHELL RIVER 

DELTA WETLAND COUNTRY 

HEALTHY 
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  Editorial 

  Viv Sinnamon 


